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GOT A COMPLAINT ABOUT
YOUR RECENT VISIT TO
A PRISONER?
If you are a visitor to a prison and you have a complaint
you should raise the complaint with the Local Visits
Manager in the first instance. If, you remain unhappy
with the outcome you can make a complaint to the
Prisoner Ombudsman.

FREEPHONE
CALLS TO THIS NUMBER WILL NOT BE MONITORED

John Clerkin

OR SEND THE DETAILS OF YOUR COMPLAINT TO US AT

22nd Floor, Windsor House, Bedford Street,
Belfast BT2 7FT

Investigating Officer
Complaints

2010 has ushered in a time of
change for prisons in Northern Ireland,
following the transfer of responsibility
for policing and justice to our local
assembly, as part of the Hillsborough
Castle Agreement.

		
The Agreement called for a review of
		
the conditions of Northern Ireland’s
		
prisons, and in June the Justice Minister
		
David Ford appointed the team to
		
carry out this study. At its head is the
		
highly-experienced Dame Anne Owers,
who has recently retired after nine years as the Chief Inspector
of Prisons.

three-stage to a two-stage process in February this year,
my Office is receiving an increasing number of complaints.
The internal process and how it fits into the Prisoner Ombudsman’s
complaints process is outlined on page 6, to help you understand
exactly what should happen if you decide to make a complaint,
and when to refer a complaint to the Ombudsman.
The Office has also been working hard to clear the backlog of
Death in Custody investigations and a report of progress in
achieving this appears on page 7.
We were pleased to welcome a new member to our team, John
Clerkin, who has joined our complaints investigation team. John
introduces himself to INSIDEISSUES readers on page 22.

Meanwhile, I completed a special investigation following a number
of complaints about 23-hour lock down and other problems at
the segregated unit at Roe House, Maghaberry. As a result I made
16 recommendations, several of which affect the whole of
Maghaberry and other prisons.

As you will see from my diary on pages 12 & 13,
I have continued to meet and consult with a wide
range of people who have interests and expertise in
all aspects of the Prison Service. One notable event
was the publication of my Annual Report in which
I took the opportunity to set out my thoughts on
elements that need to be considered in the review
that Anne Owers and her team are carrying out,
and you can read more about this on pages 8 & 9.

This Office has continued to process other, individual complaints,
and you can read the outcome of some of the cases with which
we have dealt on pages 14-16.

This magazine is designed to show how the Office goes about
fulfilling its role. We welcome any feedback and ideas for topics
that INSIDEISSUES should cover.

Complaints can only be referred to the Prisoner Ombudsman after
going through the Prison Service’s internal complaints system. Despite
the fact that this process was speeded up and streamlined from a

Pauline McCabe
Ombudsman

Announcing the review team, Mr Ford said the aim is to provide a
“route map” for the future direction of the Prison Service. My Office
is contributing to the review and I look forward to reading the first
report when it is published this autumn.

NEW INVESTIGATOR JOINS TEAM P22

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317
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WHAT’S HAPPENING?

EMERGING FROM THE
LEGACY OF THE PAST
An investigation of the conditions of detention, management and
oversight of Northern Ireland’s prisons is now in train, following
the appointment in June of the review team.

Prisoner Ombudsman with
the Justice Minister, David Ford

Justice Minister David Ford appointed
Dame Anne Owers, who has recently
retired after nine years as Chief
Inspector of Prisons, to head the
team. She is supported by four
people with wide-ranging expertise
in the criminal justice system.
Mr Ford called on the team to set out
a route map for the future direction of
the Prison Service in Northern Ireland,
allowing it to, “Emerge from the legacy
of the past.”

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

As a first step the team
is studying the regime at
Maghaberry and is due to
report on this aspect of its
work in the autumn. After that
other issues identified in the
Hillsborough Agreement will be
scrutinised, including building
a replacement for Magilligan,
the accommodation for women
prisoners and the management
of young offenders.

Beyond these specifics, wider issues
about the composition, culture and
ethos of the Prison Service will be
considered. The appointment of
such an experienced and thoughtful
group is welcomed and the Prisoner
Ombudsman’s Office will contribute
in every way it can to this
important study.

Prisoner complaints and Death in
Custody Investigations carried out
have highlighted the need for reform
of the Prison Service, as an integral
part of reshaping the justice system
of Northern Ireland and making it fit
for the future.
2009/2010 has seen industrial relations
in the Prison Service at a very low ebb,
and this has had a severe impact on
prisoners. Several recent investigations
carried out by the Office highlight both
the effect that action by prison officers
has on prisoners and why there is
a need for reform of the service.
The Prisoner Ombudsman is due
to meet with the chair of the
Review Team, Dame Anne Owers,
in September, and looks forward
to reporting on the work of the
Review Team in future editions
of INSIDEISSUES.

FREEPHONE
0800 783 6317
CALLS TO THIS NUMBER WILL NOT BE MONITORED

HOW TO ACCESS US AND WHEN
If you have taken your complaint through the internal
complaints process and you remain unhappy you can
contact the Ombudsman by:
• FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317
• Writing to us at 22nd Floor, Windsor House,
Bedford Street, Belfast BT2 7FT
• Filling out a complaint form available on your wing,
landing or house.
Remember at the end of the Internal Complaints process, if you wish the Ombudsman
to investigate your complaint, you must contact the Ombudsman. Your complaint will
not automatically come to us. Please also hold on to your Prison Service Complaint
reference number.

FREE
PHONE 0800 783 6317
FREEPHONE

The Prisoner Ombudsman for Northern Ireland INSIDE ISSUES
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This year has seen a significant increase
- from an already high base - in the
number of ineligible complaints reaching
the Prisoner Ombudsman. The increase
from 59 per cent to 71 per cent has
coincided with the streamlining of the
internal complaints process, in which
the number of stages was reduced
from three to two.

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

From this it appears that prisoners
are still not entirely clear about the
complaints procedure, and when the
Prisoner Ombudsman can get involved.
Before calling the Prisoner Ombudsman it
is important that prisoners go through both
stages of the internal process first, as the
Ombudsman can only take up a case if a
prisoner is unsatisfied after going through
the internal system.
Prisoners sometimes say they
are concerned they will draw unwelcome
attention to themselves if they complain.
The changes to the internal system,
introduced in February, allow complaints
to be lodged confidentially, by posting
them in a box placed in a communal area.

If this response is not satisfactory, complete
stage two of the complaint form and
post it within ten days. You will receive
a written reply within 14 days. If you still
aren’t satisfied, this is the time to refer the
complaint to the Prisoner Ombudsman.
You must do this within the next 30 days.

Death in Custody
investigations
One of the key priorities of the Prisoner Ombudsman is to reduce
the backlog of Death in Custody investigations and ensure
any recommendations made by her and accepted by either
the Prison Service or the Health Trust, are implemented.

You can pass a complaint
to the Prisoner Ombudsman
either by calling the freephone
on 0800 783 6317, or completing
the Prisoner Ombudsman’s
complaints form.

Prisoner Ombudsman staff discussing a death in custody investigation

Since the last issue of INSIDEISSUES appeared in the Spring,
the Prisoner Ombudsman has published five reports on
Deaths in Custody and made 67 recommendations
based on these investigations.
The objective of every investigation is
to provide answers for families and help
them understand the circumstances
of the death of a loved one, to make

recommendations that will prevent
the same thing happening again,
and to inform the Coroner.
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All Death in Custody investigation
reports completed since the current
Ombudsman, Pauline McCabe, took up
office are available on the Ombudsman’s
web site.
Following each Death in Custody
investigation, the Prisoner
Ombudsman requests confirmation
that recommendations have been
implemented, in line with the action
plan provided by the Prison Service.
This builds on the agreement reached
with the Prison Service when the
investigation into the death of Colin
Bell was published in January 2009.
That report repeated a number of
recommendations that had been made
and accepted, but not implemented,
as result of other, earlier investigations,
inspections and reports.
Issues related to healthcare have been
a central factor in Death in Custody
investigations. The delivery of healthcare
within prisons is the responsibility of
the South Eastern Health and Social
Care Trust. When carrying out a Death
in Custody investigation the need to
keep the Trust fully informed of progress
and emerging issues in connection with
the investigation is taken very seriously.
As part of Death in Custody
investigations, independent experts
are engaged where necessary, to
carry out a full clinical review of the
healthcare provided to a prisoner.

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

How the internal
complaints system
has been streamlined

You need to complete an internal complaint
form and, within 24 hours, you will be
interviewed by a residential manager. If the
manager cannot deal with the complaint, he
or she will pass it on to someone who can,
and you will receive a written reply within
14 days.

The Prisoner Ombudsman for Northern Ireland INSIDE ISSUES
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April 2009 - March 2010

The Launch of the
Prisoner Ombudsman’s
Annual Report

On 16 June the Prisoner Ombudsman published the Annual Report, detailing
the work undertaken by the office in the year to March 2010 and describing the
significant progress that has been made in updating procedures and operations,
improving the ability of the Office to carry out its functions.

AR
10
Prisoner Ombudsman with
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Prisoner Ombudsman with Monica
McWilliams, Chief Commissioner,
NI Human Rights Commission

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

The Report also highlights the
ways in which the Office of Prisoner
Ombudsman can contribute to
current reforms and help with
the development of an effective
justice system.
The Ombudsman, Pauline McCabe,
told the audience at the launch of
the considerable time she has spent
talking to all the political parties, to
contribute to the groundwork for
reform. Mrs McCabe emphasised that
as part of this reform, it is particularly
important that the Office of Prisoner
Ombudsman is put on to a statutory
footing to ensure its independence
and impartiality. It was therefore
pleasing to see that the Hillsborough
Agreement called for a review of the
status of the Office.
At the same time, there is a need for
a detailed, sequenced, strategic plan
to create a modern prison system.
This should be underpinned by
cultural change and a new national
employee relationship framework.

Mrs McCabe believes that such a
plan will help both the Department
of Justice and the Department of
Health to justify spending against
predictable returns on investment.
“Following numerous independent
consultations, recommendations and
strategies, the Prison Service and the
South Eastern Health & Social Care
Trust know what changes need to
be made. Making those changes
happen is the real challenge,”
Mrs McCabe said.
One of the issues highlighted in the
Annual Report was the increase - from
59 per cent to 71 per cent - of prisoner
complaints which were ineligible
for investigation by the Ombudsman
because the internal complaints
procedure had not been followed first.
Mrs McCabe said she is concerned
that this reflects a reluctance to use
the internal process. However, she
is hopeful of an improvement in the
figures, following a simplification
of the internal complaints system.
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Prisoner Ombudsman with Dr Michael Maguire, Chief
Inspector of Criminal Justice and Alban Maginnis, MLA

“The best outcome from a
prison sentence is that the
prisoner does not re-offend,”
Mrs McCabe said, restating
her commitment to a regime
of purposeful activity,
responsive mental health
provision and access
to drug rehabilitation
programmes. “Each of
these elements is central
to a modernised prison
system,” she told the audience.

Since the year end, one further Death
in Custody investigation has been
completed, four more have been
published and one is with the Northern
Ireland Prison Service for factual
accuracy checking. It is hoped that
the four other investigations will
be complete by September 2010.
A new investigation has just commenced
into the death of a prisoner in
Hydebank Wood.
Healthcare issues featured in a number of
Death in Custody investigations completed

during the year. Mrs McCabe’s Office liaises
regularly with the South Eastern Health and
Social Care Trust, which has responsibility
for healthcare in prisons, to ensure findings
and recommendations assist the Trust in
improving healthcare within prisons.
In summary, the Ombudsman said
there is general recognition that change
is needed across Northern Ireland’s
prisons, and a willingness to make
this change. “However, devolution of
Criminal Justice will not play its part
in creating a modern society if power
is transferred but the systems and
processes remain the same,” she said.

“I look forward with great
hope to the opportunities
and possibilities that the
next year can bring. The Office
of the Prisoner Ombudsman
is absolutely committed to
working with colleagues to
make sure these possibilities
are realised.”

The Annual Report emphasises the
priority given to clearing the backlog
of Death in Custody investigations.
Mrs McCabe believes that whilst
progress has been made, implementing
past recommendations from these
investigations remains an area where
improvement is needed. Over the year
to March 2010, eight investigations were
completed and four were published.

AR
10
Prisoner Ombudsman with Alban Maginnis, MLA

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

ANNUAL REPORT
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WHAT’S HAPPENING?

FOLLOWING UP - how the Ombudsman tracks
the implementation of recommendations

11

Adverse
Adjudications 14 Report 10
Assaults 6
Association 11
Complaint Procedure
Discrimination 6
Drugs 6
Education 4

Recommendations
made by the Prisoner
Ombudsman following
the investigation of
complaints have led to
changes in a number
of areas ranging from
contacts with families,
to the handling of
confiscated property,
and concerns about
food hygiene.

The complaints received - and the
subsequent recommendations made
- range from serious issues relating to
assaults and harassment and bullying,
to what for some may appear minor
concerns about the temperature at
which food is served and delays in
dispatching a letter. The Office takes
all matters seriously, recognising that
things which may seem minor can
have a disproportionate impact on
the morale of someone in prison.
The figure opposite shows the
number and variety of issues
raised in complaints.
In terms of serious assaults, the
Prisoner Ombudsman has made
recommendations including

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

reminding staff that CCTV footage,
telephone and other records must be
retained to allow serious incidents or
complaints to be investigated, that
staff should receive regular training
and be assessed in their use of control
and restraint, and that the role of the
medical officer in examining injuries
when an assault is alleged should
be reviewed.
On food, the Prisoner Ombudsman has
made recommendations on ensuring
those involved in food service wear
appropriate clothing and practice
good hygiene, and on the introduction
of checks to make sure hot food
is indeed hot when served.

On the late dispatch of letters
and other issues relating to
internal mail, the Prisoner
Ombudsman made a
series of recommendations,
to ensure outgoing mail is
promptly dispatched and
incoming mail is not held
up or damaged, and that
prisoners are advised by
the Letter Censor’s Office
if items are confiscated.
Individual recommendations have
resulted in specific changes. So, for
example, on the recommendation
of the Prisoner Ombudsman, all

officers and other staff working with life
sentence prisoners are receiving training
on the carrying out of annual reviews
and the name of these reviews has been
amended to ‘Residential Staff Report’.

Food 8
Foreign National Issues 1
Gender 1
General Conditions 26

In another example, the Prison Service
is taking steps to ensure no prisoner is
placed in a cell with another prisoner
who is alleged to have made a threat
against them, until a risk assessment
is carried out. At the same time, there
has been a review of the process
surrounding risk assessments, with
the aim of reducing the length
of time they take to complete.
In a different sphere, recommendations
from the Prisoner Ombudsman have
led to changes in the arrangements for
prisoners held in secure units to attend
church services, or request a visit from
a chaplin. Prisoners will now receive
an explanation if they are refused
leave to attend a religious service.

Gym 3
Harassment/Bullying 21
Health & Safety
Issues 4

Issues Raised
in Complaints Received
in 2009/2010

Home Leave 14
Lock Down 8
Mail 19

Work
Allocation 4

Medical 25

Wages 2
Miscellaneous 9
Visits 22
Night Procedures 6

Verbal Abuse 1

Passive Drugs Dog 4

Tuck Shop 6

PAVA 1

Transfer and
Allocation 45

Pre-release 3

Telephone 2

Many investigations do not result in
recommendations. Where the Prisoner
Ombudsman does not uphold a complaint
the Office will always explain to prisoners
the investigation that was carried out
and the reasons for the decisions made.

PREPS 6

Staff 39
SST 1

Probation 6

Sentence Calculation 2

Property and Cash 48
Regime Activities 8

Segregation 2
Security 11

Searching 19

Rule 32 3Religion 1

Regime Level 25

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317
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4th - URPG about a range of prison issues
Include Youth about the detention of young people
15th - Ian Paisley Jnr MLA to discuss devolution
and why Prisoner Ombudsman believes statutory
footing is needed for the office
17th - Dawn Purvis MLA to discuss devolution
and statutory footing for the office
22nd - Director General of Prison Service about
ongoing investigations

March 2010
3rd - Meeting with family members to review
a Death in Custody Investigation
5th - ‘What Works in Reducing Offending’
Seminar, Hilton Hotel
8th - Mental Health Seminar – Hillsborough Castle
PSNI about investigation of assaults in prisons
11th - Meeting with family members to review
a Death in Custody Investigation
18th - POA Maghaberry about ongoing
Death in Custody investigations

23rd - Alliance Party about devolution and statutory
footing for the office
IMB about issues of mutual interest
Finlay Spratt (POA) about ongoing investigations
29th - Coroner about Death in Custody
investigation reports

29th - Meeting with family members of prisoners
at Roe House

May 2010
12th - Meeting with family members to review
a Death in Custody Investigation

14th - Probation Board to discuss extending pilot
to allow Ombudsman to investigate complaints
about Probation
16th - Annual Report Launch – The Mount
22nd - Governor of Magilligan about ongoing
investigations

14th - Meeting with family members to review
a Death in Custody Investigation

July 2010

April 2010

17th - Meeting with family members to review
a Death in Custody Investigation

17th - Meeting with family members to review
a Death in Custody Investigation

13th - Roundtable meeting with various bodies to
discuss investigation of deaths in prison custody,
chaired by Coroner

20th - Governing Governors to discuss a range
of operational issues

19th - Meeting with Director of Operations, NIPS,
about a range of prisons issues

14th - Maureen Piggott, Mencap, about disability
issues in prison
Meeting with family members to review a Death
in Custody Investigation

June 2010

15th - ‘Jailbreak’ at Queens University
21st - Opportunity Youth about detention
of young people
23rd - NI Ombudsman about service developments
26th - Children’s Commissioner about detention
of young people
28th - Speaker at the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants - Malone House - about
Offender Management Strategy

3rd - RQIA about ongoing Death in Custody
investigations
Director General of Prison Service about ongoing
operational issues
7th - Minister of Justice Event – Castle Buildings
Finlay Spratt (POA) about ongoing situation
in Roe House
9th - Speaker at QUB/Community Relations
Council Conference
10th - POA (Maghaberry) about ongoing situation
in Roe House

20th - Governing Governors to discuss trends
and patterns in complaints
21st - David Ford, Minister of Justice about
a range of prisons issues
Raymond McCartney MLA about statutory
footing for the office and the Prisons Review
23rd - Residential Managers of Hydebank Wood
about issues emerging from complaints
Coroner about Death in Custody investigation reports

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

3rd - Police Ombudsman about issues of
mutual interest

22nd - Visit to Inspire Centre
Lynda Wilson and Anne Donnelly, Barnardos
about detention of young people
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WHAT’S HAPPENING?
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COMPLAINTS and OUTCOMES
JOE
complained when his visitors, 		
including a nine-year old child,
were locked in an unheated
waiting room for at least 30 minutes at the end
of January. There was no access to toilets and
although the child pressed the buzzer three times
to ask to go to the toilet, there was no response.
Joe was interviewed about his complaint as part of the Prison Service’s new
internal complaints process. The Officer told him the visitors were kept
waiting because there was no one available to drive them over, but he
was not able to explain why there was no response to the buzzer
when the child wanted to go to the toilet.
This response did not satisfy Joe, and he took the complaint to the second
stage of the internal process. As a result, a Governor apologised and explained
that a different arrangement was due to be put in place for transporting
visitors and this should mean there was no delays in future. However, the
Prisoner Officers’ Association had yet to agree to implement the change.
Joe then referred the complaint to the Prisoner Ombudsman. Having
investigated an earlier complaint from Joe about visiting arrangements
and recommended a review, the Ombudsman decided there was nothing
to gain from a further investigation. However, she noted that both of
Joe’s complaints about the Mourne Complex/Wilson House visiting
arrangements highlight a number of failures and that prison managers
acknowledge these shortcomings.
AS A RESULT Joe’s second complaint was upheld and the Prisoner
Ombudsman recommended that the Governor look at ways to urgently
introduce the proposed improved arrangements for moving visitor’s from
the waiting area.

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317
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COMPLAINTS and OUTCOMES
TREVOR

complained that as he was
only provided with one Kosher
meal each day, instead of two, he
was only eating once each day and this was
having a detrimental effect on his health.
Trevor raised an internal complaint about the issue. Originally he
was seeking Jewish meals but as the kitchen staff had, on a number
of occasions, mistakenly sent him non-Jewish food, he then decided
he wanted Kosher food. Trevor was provided with one Kosher meal
each day and could then select an option from the multi choice menu,
which included vegetarian options. Trevor sought the advice of his
Rabbi about other foods he could eat and the kitchen staff said they
were prepared to work with any of the Rabbi’s suggestions. Trevor
remained concerned that the other food options would not have
been prepared in a Kosher manner and referred his complaint
to the Ombudsman.
The Prisoner Ombudsman’s Investigator established that the provision
of one Kosher meal was consistent with the Prison Service’s Catering
Manual and that this was in keeping with policy throughout prisons in
England and Wales. The Investigator also established that it was too
costly to provide two Kosher meals each day given the overall catering
budget but that instead, kitchen staff were cooking the other meals
for Trevor in separate cooking facilities and using separate cooking
utensils. The Investigator established that Trevor was not convinced
that this was always the case.
AS A RESULT the Ombudsman recommended that the kitchen
ensures that both Trevor’s Kosher and vegetarian food is always fully
prepared using Trevor’s personal utensils and that Trevor is given
written assurance from the kitchen manager that this will always
be the case.

DAVE

TOM

Dave complained about the
number of lockdowns in his house
over a 5 week period and the impact
this was having on his PREPS regime.

complained that the ventilation
system at Braid House,
Maghaberry Prison was so
loud it was stopping him from sleeping.

Dave said that officers had told him that they were being locked down so
that they would not cause any trouble. After going through the internal
complaints process, during which Dave was advised that the lockdowns
had occured because staff in his house had to be reallocated to other
houses because of staff shortages there, Dave remained unhappy.

The building is still under warranty, and on receiving his complaint the
Prison Service said it had asked the contractor to deal with the matter.

The Prisoner Ombudsman Investigator spoke further with Dave who said he
did not see why he should be denied his enhanced regime so that prisoners
elsewhere could enjoy their normal regime. The Investigator looked at the
information on the number of lockdowns in Dave’s house and at the spread
of lockdowns throughout the prison over the period in question.
The Investigator found that the lockdowns were spread fairly evenly across
the prison and that while some houses were affected more than others,
Dave’s house was not one of them.
AS A RESULT the Prisoner Ombudsman reiterated two recommendations
made in another complaint. Firstly that the Prison Service should immediately
commence a review of arrangements for allocating lockdowns due to staffing
problems in order to ensure that there is an equitable distribution across the
whole prison. Secondly, the Ombudsman recommended that discussions
should commence between management and the POA to address all of the
issues in connection with agreements, working practices and shift patterns
that impact on the efficient and effective deployment of staff and prevent
the consistent delivery of a purposeful regime and the commitments in the
PREPS scheme and Separated Prisoner Compact.

However, the problem was not solved and Tom referred his complaint
to the Prisoner Ombudsman. The Investigating Officer visited Tom and
listened to the noise, describing it as like a “jet engine humming noise
going on in the background.” Tom also complained that the system
was sucking moisture out of the atmosphere.
The Investigating Officer spoke to the Estates Adviser who said the
contractor had now reduced noise levels by lowering the fan speeds
in the air ducts. Noise levels were being monitored and the contractor
was to provide a written report.
AS A RESULT the Prisoner Ombudsman upheld Tom’s complaint
and recommended that the Estates Adviser insist on further action
by the contractor if the problem is not resolved. Tom and other
prisoners in Braid House should be asked if the noise had been
reduced to a reasonable level.

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317
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LINDA
complained when a letter
she wrote to her partner in
Magilligan, was returned to her as
it included disrespectful remarks about a prison
officer. She also complained because she did not
receive two letters from her partner, even though
they were recorded as having been delivered to
Hydebank Wood.
In the case of the censored letter, Linda disputed that it was disrespectful
and said she was entitled to express her opinion. She also denied that the
paragraph in question referred to a Prison Officer. After failing to resolve the
matter through the internal complaints process, Linda asked the Prisoner
Ombudsman to investigate.
When the Investigating Officer spoke to Linda, she acknowledged the nature
of the content of the letter, but would not confirm the disrespectful remarks
referred to a Prison Officer and maintained her right to state her opinion.
Linda also told the Investigating Officer about the two letters from her
partner that were recorded as having arrived at Hydebank Wood, but
which she never received.
The Prisoner Ombudsman found that while Linda’s letter did not name
anyone, it did contain derogatory and disrespectful remarks and it was
possible to infer from the context that these referred to a Prison Officer.
AS A RESULT the Ombudsman agreed that prison staff had acted in
accordance with Prison Service policy, in requesting that Linda delete
these comments before the letter was sent out. In relation to the two
missing letters, the Prisoner Ombudsman said it was not acceptable that
once recorded as being received, mail could disappear. She recommended
that Hydebank Wood put in place formal procedures for handling mail,
including a tracking system to help establish who last handled a letter,
if it should go missing.

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

BRIAN
complained to the Prisoner
Ombudsman because he felt
the adjudication process that
followed a charge against him of disrespectful,
threatening and abusive behaviour towards
a Prison Officer was not impartial or fairly
conducted.

CONCERNED ABOUT
PROBATION SERVICES
IN PRISON?
Taken your complaint through
the probation complaints
process and still not happy??
CONTACT THE PRISONER OMBUDSMAN ON

FREEPHONE
0800 783 6317
CALLS TO THIS NUMBER WILL NOT BE MONITORED

OR SEND THE DETAILS OF YOUR COMPLAINT TO US AT

22nd Floor, Windsor House, Bedford Street,
Belfast BT2 7FT

Probation
complaints pilot extended by

12 months

The charge arose from Brian’s reaction when he was refused access to the
kitchen until it was empty of other prisoners. Brian believed CCTV tapes
of the incident which gave rise to the charge should be made available to
the adjudication as they would demonstrate there were no other prisoners
in the kitchen and that he should have been let out of his cell earlier. He
believed he was not let out because of the officer’s bad mood toward him
at that time. The adjudication was adjourned pending the outcome of
the complaint.
The Prisoner Ombudsman Investigating Officer listened to the tape of the
adjudication and confirmed the Governor carrying out the adjudication
did refuse to let the CCTV footage be used. The Prisoner Ombudsman
concluded there was no evidence to suggest there was any breach of
impartiality in the conduct of the investigation. However, it was noted
that the Prison Service’s manual on the Conduct of Adjudications states
that in addition to interviews, adjudicators should consider “any other
information that is available.”
The Ombudsman said that in order to feel justice has been done a
prisoner should be able to present any evidence they believe is relevant
at an adjudication - in the same way as the Prison Service is able to present
all evidence it feels is relevant. It is then for the adjudicating officer to
make an appropriate decision based on all of the evidence available.
AS A RESULT it was recommended that the relevant CCTV footage
should be available to be shown as evidence in Brian’s adjudication.

As is the case with the Prison Service, the Ombudsman
was only to take up complaints if prisoners were not
satisfied after going through the Probation Service’s
internal complaints process.
In the event, no complaints from prisoners about the Probation
Services were referred to the Ombudsman during the pilot. It
would appear that the Probation Service’s complaints process
is resolving problems raised by prisoners. However, it may also
be that prisoners are not aware of the internal complaints
process and how to access it.
Brian McCaughey, Probation Board for Northern
Ireland and Pauline McCabe, Prisoner Ombudsman
signing the protocol

The pilot programme looking at whether the Prisoner
Ombudsman should take on responsibility for investigating
complaints from prisoners about Probation services has
been extended for a further 12 months.
The first 12 month pilot, which ended on 14 June 2010,
saw the creation of a protocol setting out the roles and
responsibilities of the Prisoner Ombudsman and the
Probation Board in relation to the handling of complaints.

To examine why this is the case, the
Probation Board has undertaken to conduct
a review of its complaints policy. At the
same time it was agreed the pilot should be
extended for a further 12 months, at which
point a decision will be made on whether
the Prisoner Ombudsman should take on
formal responsibility for investigating
complaints about Probation
services in prison.

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

COMPLAINTS and OUTCOMES
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This small scale mining is one of the worst
forms of child labour in the world because
of the hazards it involves. It thrives only
because of abject poverty.
Operation Sunlight is a ground breaking project
to tackle child labour in the mines in Ghana.
It provides families with skills training and
business loans and support to tackle poverty
and prevent children from entering mining.
It also helps children to leave the mines by
providing rehabilitation, food and skills
training or a return to school for the
children who leave the mines.

PRISONER OMBUDSMAN TEAM

Support Sunlight
The Prisoner Ombudsman team
have been busy raising money for
a project in Ghana called Operation
Sunlight. Pauline became involved
in the project as part of work
in Africa and the team have
been lending their support.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

The gold mining
communities in
the poorest
upper East
Region of Ghana
are very isolated.
People go there
for one reason
only - to try
and escape the
terrible poverty
and hunger that
blights their lives.

Whilst child labour is supposed to be
regulated, young children are used to support
the ‘informal’ mining industry. The children
are exposed to terrible health risks including
TB, mercury poisoning and even serious injury
or death. The hopeless poverty faced by their
families forces them to knowingly allow their
children to face these risks. Other young
children arrive at the mines alone having
left families who simply cannot feed them.

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

After Pauline went to Operation Sunlight
she said:

“I saw boys, as young as twelve,
strap a torch to their heads
and then scurry 100ft down a
makeshift hole to crawl a further
100ft along a tunnel to commence
a 12 hour shift. In a community
where we were surrounded by
desperately ill children with
bloated bellies, these little boys
had upper bodies that looked as
though they had spent every
day of their lives working
out in a gym.
At the end of their shift, they would
lie on a dirty blanket beside the
mine and sleep till their next shift
began. Seven days a week, week in
week out, they worked and they
slept - so that they might have
something to eat.”

850 million of our fellow human
beings lie down to sleep hungry
One in ten boys and girls in our
world of plenty never sees their
third birthday

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317
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The new Prison Rules which came into effect on 1 February 2010
set out a new process for dealing with complaints from visitors.

GOT A COMPLAINT ABOUT
YOUR RECENT VISIT TO
A PRISONER?
If you are a visitor to a prison and you have a complaint
you should raise the complaint with the Local Visits
Manager in the first instance. If, you remain unhappy
with the outcome you can make a complaint to the
Prisoner Ombudsman.

CONTACT THE PRISONER OMBUDSMAN ON

FREEPHONE
0800 783 6317
CALLS TO THIS NUMBER WILL NOT BE MONITORED

OR SEND THE DETAILS OF YOUR COMPLAINT TO US AT

22nd Floor, Windsor House, Bedford Street,
Belfast BT2 7FT

Any visitor to a prison can raise issues or
concerns with the local visits manager.
If they are unable to resolve the matter
in this way they can make a complaint
to the Prisoner Ombudsman by using
the complaints form which is available
in all visiting areas or by calling the

Prisoner Ombudsman freephone
on 0800 783 6317.
Posters to advise visitors about this new
independent element to the handling
of their complaints have been placed
in all visits areas and we will report in

future editions of INSIDEISSUES about
the number of visitor complaints we
have investigated, the issues which
visitors have complained about and
the outcome of the investigations.

Help for
Foreign National Prisoners
Since the last edition of INSIDEISSUES the Prisoner
Ombudsman has produced leaflets in a number of
different languages to explain to foreign national
prisoners how they can use the complaints process.
It is obviously important that all prisoners
have access to the complaints process
and with the number of foreign national
prisoners in Northern Ireland rising

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

sharply in recent years it was necessary
that we provide our information leaflets
in a range of other languages. This is in
addition to the information included

on the back cover of each edition
of INSIDEISSUES. These leaflets should
be widely available throughout each
of the prisons.
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WHAT THE PRESS SAY

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

Ombudsman Investigation
of Visitor Complaints
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to Ombudsman

Increase

The Prisoner Ombudsman
has seen a significant rise
in the number of both
eligible and ineligible
complaints received
from prisoners.
So please bear with us if it
takes us a little longer to
get to your complaint.
We are not resourced to deal with the
unprecedented volume of complaints
and advice calls.
We will, however, work hard to deal
with your queries and investigate
your complaints as efficiently and
effectively as possible. Every complaint
is investigated in a way that is fair
and impartial and does justice to the
issues raised. This takes time. We will
endeavour to respond as quickly as
possible but there will undoubtedly
be some slippage in our turnaround
times which we will work hard to
keep to a minimum.

FREEPHONE 0800 783 6317

New Faces

at The Prisoner Ombudsman

Investigating Officer
Complaints Team
I started work
at the Prisoner
Ombudsman
in March, after
nine years
working in
the Police 			
Ombudsman’s
Office. In that post,
I was supervising and investigating
complaints against the Police Service,
ranging from allegations of misconduct
to allegations of a serious criminal
nature, and was involved in many
high profile investigations.
There are, of course, differences between
investigating complaints against the
Police Service and complaints against
the Prison Service. However, there are
many similarities – in particular the need
to maintain impartiality and to conduct
thorough investigations. I am keen to
apply the skills acquired at the Police
Ombudsman in my new role.

WHO WE ARE
AND WHAT WE DO
Pauline McCabe, Prisoner Ombudsman.
Pauline oversees all death in custody
investigations and personally signs off
all decisions made about complaint
investigations. She operates independently
of the Prison Service and reports directly
to the Minister for Justice.

John Clerkin

My main goal as a member of the
Prisoner Ombudsman’s team of
complaints investigators is to
carry out robust and professional
investigations which address the
issues raised by prisoners.
I am enjoying my new role, especially
meeting prisoners and members
of the Prison Service.
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Email pa@prisonerombudsman.x.gsi.gov.uk

Whatever your complaint is about, you should
initially use the Prison Service Internal Complaints
System to try and deal with the problem before
contacting the Prisoner Ombudsman.
If you are unhappy with the outcome you can make a complaint to
the Prisoner Ombudsman in writing, using a complaint form, or by
contacting the office using the FREEPHONE NUMBER 0800 783 6317.
When you send your complaint to us we will check if it is eligible
and begin an investigation. Remember! Hold on to your Complaint
Reference number so you can quote it.

A Prisoner Ombudsman Investigator will then meet
with you to discuss your complaint. Then we will
look carefully at all the facts and will prepare
a report for the Ombudsman.
Once you and the Prison Service have seen the report, the
Ombudsman will formally approve it and make recommendations,
if appropriate. Where the Ombudsman makes recommendations,
we will then follow up and check that these have been acted on.

Our People

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

Complaints
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Sinead Simpson

Michael Hillis

Director of
Operations

Senior Investigating
Officer Complaints

Clare McVeigh

Pat McKinney

Senior Investigating
Officer Deaths in Custody

Investigating Officer
Complaints

Wai Ki Mo

John Clerkin

Investigating Officer
Deaths in Custody

Investigating Officer
Complaints

Gemma Brown

Paula Curry

Office Manager

Complaints Officer

Sharon Hetherington

Linda McIlwrath

Personal Assistant
to the Prisoner
Ombudsman

Personal Assistant
to the Prisoner
Ombudsman
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